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HEY THERE! 
I can’t wait to help you purposefully plan your business...

WHAT’S IN THIS WELCOME PACKET:

Thanks for snagging a copy of my Priority Planner! I designed 
it for overwhelmed entrepreneurs who want to create more 
purpose & profit in their business *without* burning out.

After years working 1:1 as a biz + marketing consultant 
to entrepreneurs across many industries & leading 
female founders inside my Create Your Purpose 
Collective, I began to see common roadblocks business 
owners would face while trying to grow their business.

Some were external roadblocks and some were internal. 
Whether it was lacking confidence in how to build a 
profitable offer or getting distracted by shiny objects (helloooo 
Instagram!), there were commonalities in the challenges they’d face 
based on where they were in their business-building journey.

That’s why I created The 5 Business Stages, because knowing what stage you’re in now will: 
a) show you that the challenges you’re going through are totally normal and b) give you clear 
steps forward to grow your business from a place of purpose.

Because... only when you know where you are right now can you see where you need to go 
next. When you know that, your priorities become crystal clear, you know what to focus on 
when, and your day-to-day actions feel aligned with your greater goals & business vision!

In this planner, you will be introduced to a goal-setting framework that I personally use to 
grow my business along with the hundreds of entrepreneurs who I’ve taught this to. You will 
put into practice a simple way of identifying your challenges, clarifying your priorities, and 
breaking them down into a realistic action plan that busts through overwhelm. Let’s dive in!

P.S. Want to work through this planner with me & hear how to break down your 2023 
goals using this exact process LIVE?  📆  I’m hosting a free planning workshop on 
January 25th. Click here to register & save your spot to plan with me!

https://quinntempest.com/planwithme
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THE 5 STAGES OF BUSINESS

       Curious Carole
You have *lots* of exciting ideas swirling around for your biz, but that’s also where 

you tend to get stuck - IN YOUR HEAD. You’d love to be able to make your first sale (to 
someone other than your mom!), and start to make your business dreams a reality.

       Hustlin’ Hannah
You’ve had a bit of success in your biz and you’re busy hustling to grow. You often act 
without a plan and it’s making you feel “all over the place.” You’d love to feel less scat-

tered + more focused so you could get off this treadmill you’re stuck on.

     Builder Becky
You make a solid income from your biz & want to grow! But, you have NO TIME oth-
er than maintaining what you have right now. You’d LOVE to feel less frazzled + more 

fulfilled and reconnect with that positive energy you used to have.

     Scaling Sam
You’re a biz pro ready to level up & that brings new challenges. You want to scale 

*without* adding more to your plate. You’d love to let go in order to grow & simplify 
your operations, but sometimes it feels like 2 steps forward, 1 step back.

     Aligning Alexis

You are rooted in your purpose and let it drive your business forward... often to magi-
cal results! You’ve worked through A LOT up til’ now - both strategically and mentally 

- and you’re ready to truly *shine & serve* your people!

Understanding which stage of business you’re in will help you 
gain clarity around what priorities to focus on.

Read through the descriptions below to see which stage you most 
identify with currently and check off the corresponding circle.

💡

🏃

🚧

🌿

✨
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These filters will help you purposefully harness your time + energy.

DECISION FILTERS

✅  What is the order of operations?

👉  How can I move forward?

🏎  What will build more momentum?

💰  What will make money?

🚧  What is holding me back?

💼  What can I let go of?

🤩  What am I most excited about?

💜  What do I personally need?

Although *all* of these filters can apply to entrepreneurs at each & every stage, use the list below to  
see which filters *typically apply the most* to the stage you’re currently in.

Curious Carole
👉  How can I move forward? 

🤩  What am I most excited about?

🚧 What is holding me back? 

Hustlin’ Hannah
💰 What will make money? 

🏎  What will build more momentum?

🚧 What is holding me back? 

Builder Becky
✅  What is the order of operations? 

💰 What will make money?

💜 What do I personally need?

Scaling Sam
 💼  What can I let go of?

💜 What do I personally need?

🏎  What will build more momentum?

Aligning Alexis
🤩  What am I most excited about?

💜 What do I personally need?

💼  What can I let go of?

Decision filters are a powerful tool to help you answer the big question that stalls many 
smart entrepreneurs: “What comes next?” Look through the 8 questions below to avoid 

the most common roadblocks that entrepreneurs at your stage face.
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WRITE IT OUT
Using the space below, reflect on what stage of business you’re in currently and 
where you’d like to be within one year. Looking at the decision filters that apply 

most to your stage, what resonates with you? Is there something that will help you 
build momentum? Something to let go of? Another filter that applies? Reflect with 

an open mind below and it will inform the next steps you take in this planner.
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Decide on up to 3 objectives that will help you grow with purpose.

 1

2

3

QUARTERLY PLANNING

Now that you’ve clarified your stage in business and the challenges you’re  
currently facing, identify the business-building objectives that will help you move  

forward. In the space below, list *up to 3 primary objectives* to focus on FIRST over the 
next 3 months. Under each, answer the question to clarify why this is important now.

🚧  A Hannah feels held back by the weight of juggling multiple offers.
Objective: I will streamline my offers into 1-2 that I really believe in. 

Why now?  So I can focus on what’s profitable and what truly lights me up in my biz.

✅ A Becky is overwhelmed by what should come first to build her audience.
Objective: I need to re-brand my business to better attract my ideal customer. 

Why now?  This is the logical first step to create a strong base before a website relaunch.

Why this now?

Why this now?

Why this now?
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Get clear on what projects will help you make progress.

BREAK IT DOWN

Using the space below, take your most important objective from the previous page 
and list 3-6 smaller projects that will help you make progress on it. Do your best to list 

them in order of how they should be completed.

Example: “I will re-brand my business to attract my ideal customer.”

Project 1: Define my ideal customer
Project 2: Contract with a brand designer

Project 3: Complete re-brand
Project 4: Extend brand into my marketing presence

5

6

4

3

2

1
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Transform your projects into a realistic plan of action.

TAKE ACTION

Using the spaces below, take your Project #1 from the previous page and list 5-7 small 
actions you can take to make progress. Estimate the time for each in small  

increments up to an hour (e.g. 15m, 30m, 45m, 60m). Have something longer? Break it 
down more! Action planning like this will help you create an achievable, realistic plan. 

And when you’re albe complete at least 1-2 a week? You’ll make consistent progress!

Example: Contract with a brand designer.

Action 1: Ask for referrals from business friends [15m]

Action 2: Look at numbers & decide my budget [30m]

Action 3: Review online portfolios of at least 5 designers [60m]

Action 4: Reach out to 2-3 designers who may be a good fit [30m]

Action 5: Choose designer & make deposit [45m]

5

6

7

4

3

2

1 ⏰

⏰

⏰

⏰

⏰

⏰

⏰
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WOOOO! YOU DID IT.

ATTEND MY PLANNING WORKSHOP

Want to work through this planner with me & hear more on how to break down your 
2023 goals using this process?  📆  I’m hosting a free planning workshop on  
January 25th! Click below to register & plan with me & other entrepreneurs!

Congrats on completing the Priority Planner!! So, what’s next?

First and foremost, I recommend breaking down any objectives you haven’t yet broken 
down into projects. If there are certain projects that feel pressing, break those down further 

into actions with time estimates.

Once you’ve done that, PUT IT ON YOUR CALENDAR. 

Literally - schedule time to complete 1-3 actions a week... more if you have the time. I find 
it helpful to designate a certain day of the week for tasks that help me work ON my busi-

ness (instead of just “in” it). You can even mark a recurring block of time on your calendar 
so it’s always there as a reminder (mine is a few hours on Mondays!).

Finally, if you don’t have a SYSTEM to organize all of this, start experimenting to find one. 

I personally like to use digital tools (Asana is my go-to) while other entrepreneurs I’ve 
worked with prefer to keep it analog in paper planners and calendars. Find what works for 

your brain and stick to it.

📆  Save your spot in the workshop!

https://quinntempest.com/planwithme/

